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Abstract
Species extinction is a major concern that affect all countries and continents.
Norway and Sweden are not spared by these concerns. Therefore, several
studies have led to creating a better understanding about the factors which
contribute to the expansion of specific species such as the golden eagle among
others. However, climate data such as the temperature and rainfall precipitation
have not yet been considered as significant parameters. This study aims to
experimentally investigate whether climate data can have an impact on the
distribution of the threatened bird using maximum entropy modelling. In order
to investigate such impact, climate data were acquired from a global climate
data provider (worldclim) and the presence-only occurences of the studied bird
downloaded from species data providers (www.gbif.org and
www.artdatabanken.no). The results showed that the annual mean temperature
was a shared factor in both Sweden and Norway. The maximum entropy
modelling can be envisaged as an alternative or a complement to current
techniques in GIS applications.
Keywords: maximum entropy, golden eagle, species distribution, visualization, climate
data.
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1 Introduction
This section covers the background, the motivation, the problem formulation, the aim of the
study, the research questions, and the limitations of the study.
1.1

Background

Species extinction is one of the greatest challenges the natural ecosystem is facing.
The United Nations (UN) branch in charge of preserving wildlife, World Wildlife
Fund (WWF) report states that humans are behind the current rate of species
extinction, which is at least 100 - 1000 times higher than nature intended. The abovementioned report [1] warns that global population of fish, birds, mammals,
amphibians and reptiles has declined by 58 percent between 1970 and 2012. This
alarming rate of species weakening combined with ongoing human activities has
created a need for the allocation of suitable areas to favor the boom of the endangered
species. The awareness of the detrimental impact of human activities on the wildlife
has triggered all kinds of project initiatives worldwide along with strategies to prevent
its extinction.
Although the awareness to prevent the extinction of the species continue to gain
attention, a field survey conducted by NKOKE et al [2] in five countries in Central
Africa (Cameroon, Central African Republic, Congo, Democratic Republic of
Congo, and Gabon) claimed that factors contributing to the relative increase of the
ivory market are multiple for instance. In the same vein, Meijer et al. [3] point out
that China is the key destination of wildlife parts such as ivory, rhino horn, and tiger
bones. The authors state that China in 2016 set a ban on the importations of the
highlighted products. The ban reinforces the efforts to hinder the decline of
endangered species. Among other reasons, traditional beliefs and the need for social
status continue to increase the demand for the possession of these expensive products.
Hjernquist [4] likewise points out that the golden eagle (GE) during the 1800 and the
earlier 1900 in Sweden experienced a significant decline. The author further gives the
significant reasons behind the weakening of the bird in population size is due to the
conflict between human activities and the bird’s lifestyle. For instance, human
activities such as hunting among others can potentially affect the distribution of the
GE. In addition, the bird nurtures itself by chasing mammal, other birds, and so on.
To prevent its extinction, the Swedish authorities in 1924 classified the threatened
bird as a protected species according to [4]. Action programs have since been initiated
by the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (Naturvårdsverket) to stimulate the
expansion of the red-listed bird. These action programs such as those highlighted by
shed light on the environmental factors to be considered along with recommendations
to increase the population of the red-listed bird.
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In addition to the impact of human activities on the current distribution of species,
testimony from the fossils record combined to the newly observed trend state that the
changing climate has a profound influence on species’ range of expansion and
contraction. The authors underscore that a predicted future climate change will have
a significant impact on the distribution of species.
The studies mentioned above help in developing strategies to assist decision-makers
or organisations involved in preserving endangered species to adopt environmental
and sustainable policies to protect the threatened species. The complexity along with
the diversity of the natural ecosystem make room for developing new ideas and
methods to increase the awareness of the red-listed species as well as the geographic
distribution of the wildlife along with the effects of human activities. The nature’s
complexity only allows the consideration of a limited environmental parameters.
Thus, the parameters commonly considered are elevations values, slope, presence of
human activities, distance to water, vegetation cover, clear-cut areas to name but a
few as shown by [5] [6] [7].
To identify the most outstanding parameters mentioned above, a plethora of methods
are nowadays available due to the ever-increasing development of technology. The
technical know-how may produce a variety of software that can be used to investigate
the natural world. In the research field, different ways and techniques can be used to
identify factors which play a role in the distribution of the threatened species. Thus,
the said factors may assist environmental agencies to earmark specific areas for the
preservation and the blossom of these species. Elith and Graham [8] observe that the
species distribution models generally use environmental and/or geographic
information to explain observed patterns of species occurrences.
The outcome of this study when completed, could become an alternative to the
current methods used in studying the GE. The current methods, i.e. attaching GPStransmitters have often proven to be harmful to the GE due to the non-experienced
personnel in the research team. Therefore, the predictive performance of the
maximum entropy modelling may help to alleviate the harm done to the GE in field
studies.
1.2

Motivation and Problem Formulation

The Swedish parliament (Riksdag) has assigned authorities in charge of the Swedish
wildlife such as Naturvårdsverket to actively work on measures to support the growth
and wider expansion of red-listed species. One of these red-listed species is the Aquila
chrysaetos or GE. To understand fully the factors that could promote the blossoming
of the endangered bird, a project group at the Swedish University of Agricultural
Sciences (SLU) established a dedicated website supported by the Swedish government
- see information: https://www.goldeneaglesweden.com/. Similarly, Norwegian
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parliament signed and ratified the Convention of the Conservation of European
Wildlife and Natural Habitat in September 1979 and 1986 respectively [11].
According to these existing studies by Hedfors [5]; Nilsson [9]; and Singh et al. [7], a
general pattern in the field of ecological research in both Sweden and Norway is the
use of GPS- transmitter attached on birds along with the limited extent of studied
areas. Hipkiss et al. [10] also use a GPS-transmitter and have experienced birds to
have been injured by GPS devices. The cited authors report that birds in some cases
have managed to remove the devices fixed on them by the research team. Moreover,
the highlighted studies by Hedfors [5]; Sandgren [6]; and Singh et al. [7] mainly focus
on parameters such as elevation, slope, wind, and vegetation among others.
However, environmental or climate data such as temperature and precipitation as
well as the prediction of occurrences of the GE are not considered in the studies
above.
In the report entitled ‘‘Åtgärdsprogram för kungsörn 2011-2015’’, Hjernquist [4] gives a
history of the GE status throughout the XIX and the XX century. He also reviews the
factors that hinder and promote the expansion of the red-listed bird in Sweden. In
Norway, the GE is protected by law nationwide since 1968 [11]. The above author
notices that weather conditions and prey availability are contributing factors to the
breeding outcomes. However, the author does not provide details about the weather
conditions or factors embedded in these weather conditions. These weather
conditions often include a broad range of factors such as the annual mean temperature,
precipitation seasonality, mean diurnal range, annual precipitation, precipitation, and
seasonality to name but a few [12].
A study like Hernandez et al. [13] considers some elements of the composite weather
data such as the annual temperature range, isothermality, annual mean precipitation,
precipitation of the warmest quarter along with the slope, and the elevation as
environmental factors for modelling purposes. Flechas et al. [14]; Wang et al. [15];
and Yukari et al. [16] studies advocate for considering factors comprising weather data
such as the annual mean temperature, and variables related to seasonality in
precipitation in other species distribution models. This study investigates whether
preceding factors which are contributing elements as shown by [14]–[16] resonate
with the GE in Sweden and Norway respectively.
Although Persson [17] underscores that temperature is by tradition one of the most
important factors in both climatology and weather forecast, studies such as Carlisle et
al. [18]; and Sandersfeld et al. [19] show that environmental variables or climate data
are significant parameters to be considered in species distribution. Another
motivation of conducting this study is the option offered by the species distribution
model to find out suitable locations and making predictable modellings. This method
could be envisaged in the geomatics’ program as an alternative way to find suitable
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locations apart from the Multi-criteria Analysis (MCA). One more reason is that they
are fewer or no studies conducted in both Sweden and Norway with the help of the
Species Distribution Model (SDM) to model species occurrences of the threatened
bird.
This study recognizes that GIS and Maxent can be powerful tools to look for patterns
in data locations to find a correlation between the GE and their natural environment.
Factors such as annual mean temperature, and annual precipitation including other
factors can later be identified and assessed according to their percentage contributions
in the model. The aforesaid contributions can equally be used to identify suitable
ecosystem areas that may contain factors favorable for the expansion of the species.
1.3

Aim of Study and Research Questions

This study holistically aims to investigate the impact of bioclimatic
data/environmental factors such as annual mean temperature, temperature annual
range, mean diurnal range, and precipitation among others in order to identify and to
make a comparative analysis of the above-mentioned climatic factors as well as
modelling the prediction of occurrences of the GE in Sweden and Norway
respectively. In order to investigate the factors mentioned above, the following
research questions were formulated:
1. What environmental factors impact the distribution of the golden eagle in the studied
areas?
2. How can the distribution of the golden eagle species be visualized with maximum
entropy using environmental climate data such as temperature and precipitation?
1.4

Limitations

This study only relies on secondary data collected from both Norway and Sweden.
Therefore, the collected data may suggest that the predicted modellings can be subject
to errors. The predicted modellings may require further field studies in order to
obtain enough data about the issues. A key limitation is that the Swedish predicting
modelling fallen short of 26 percent of environmental factors during the experiment.
This implies that 35 locations of the dataset (134 presence-only occurrences) were
not taken into account in the predicting model. Moreover, the database used to obtain
the Swedish presence-only occurrence is different from that of Norway. This study
therefore is unable to identify as well as assess the entirety of the data due to the
disparity in the distributions of the environmental factors considered in the
experiment.
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2 Theory
This section covers the methods used in previous studies to get an in-depth knowledge about the
interaction of the GE and its natural environment. The chapter presents the concept of entropy,
the species distribution modelling (SDM), and the fundamental notions about the software
(Maxent) that implements the maximum entropy along with other predicting modellings. The
chapter concludes with the qualitative aspect of GIS as well as the visualization principles.
2.1

Previous studies

The increasing awareness of the impact caused by human activities in the species
extinction stimulates all kinds of environmental studies to uncover factors that can
either hinder or contribute to the blossoming of endangered species [5] [6] [7]. This
includes finding suitable areas for the reintroduction of the said species.
Hedfors [5] considered factors such as vegetation type, elevation, slope values, and
wind speed values in the counties of Västerbotten and Västernorrland both located in
Sweden in order to assess the characteristics of wind conditions. These factors also
included the topography used by the red-listed bird as well as its flight behaviour
patterns and the effects of wind turbines on flight behaviour of the GE. The birds in
the vicinity of the wind farm and those far away from it were tied with GPStransmitters. Moreover, the author’s study shows that the slope, the slope aspect
factors were less important to the GE. The study on the other hand shows that the
topography, the wind speed, and the distance to wind turbine had a significant impact
on the GE flight altitude.
Similarly, Singh et al. [7] study highlights the consequences of how the ongoing
implementation of the wind farm turbines as an alternative source of energy can
impact the GE in northern Sweden. The parameters considered were different types
of vegetation coupled with settlements, urban areas, water, pastures, to name but a
few. GPS-transmitters were also attached to a set of birds. The cited authors’ study
shows that wind farm settlement should be installed in areas with poor prey
detectability for the GE. Those areas also include high altitude plateaus or slopes with
a northern aspect in order to prevent potential conflict. The authors also suggest that
‘unpopular’ vegetation class types should be considered to discourage the GE from
settling down in wind farm areas.
However, the previous studies by the above authors only take into account the adult
GE. Sandgren [6] narrows down her research to juvenile GEs and their habitat use. In
order to investigate the degree of contributing factors of the growth of the juvenile
GE to an adulthood, her study considered elements such as the vegetation coverage,
power lines, wind farms, forest ages, elevation values, edges, open habitats (e.g.
arable/land pastures, open mires, etc.), closed habitats (e.g. coniferous forest, etc.)
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coupled with GPS-transmitters to track the juvenile GEs. Sandgren [8] concludes that
the factors mentioned above may have similar effects to the ones observed with adult
GE. The author also observed that the juvenile GE preferred to settle in lichen-pine
forests as well as clear-cut areas. According to the author, the juvenile GEs are
attracted to clear-cut areas due to the ease of hunting or catching their prey.
2.2

The Concept of Entropy and other predicting
modellings

The Oxford dictionary [20] provides an etymology of the term entropy. This word
has its root from Greek. The term is an association of the prefix ‘en’ which means
inside and the root ‘trope’ which means transformation. The term entropy has a broader
scope and as such has different definitions depending on the field of science. For
instance, in the field of Thermodynamic, the above dictionary defines entropy as “a
thermodynamic quantity representing the unavailability of a system’s thermal energy
for conversion into mechanical work, often interpreted as the degree of disorder or
randomness in the system” whereas in the field of information theory, entropy is
defined as “a logarithmic measure of the rate of transfer of information in a particular message
or language” [20].
Adams and Essex [25, p.799] also acknowledge the wider scope of the term entropy
whether it is used in statistical mechanics or information theory. The above authors
state that in the latter case, i.e., in information theory, entropy is expressed in a
superficially different manner than it is in statistical mechanics. The famous scientist
Ludwig Boltzmann first coined the term entropy. The concept is known as the
Boltzmann entropy which is given by (1):
S = k.loge W

(1)

Where, k is referred to as the Boltzmann constant; S = the entropy; and W = the
statistical weight of a system.
Adams [21, p. 799] states that W represents the number of ways that atomic and
molecular positions and momenta can be rearranged without apparently changing
how a physical system appears to us in our everyday world. It is worth noticing that
this entropy formula applies to the statistical mechanics.
As mentioned earlier, the term entropy has a broader scope. Another form of entropy
is expressed in terms of probabilities as highlighted by [21]. This view is shared by
Claude Shannon, who coined the term of information theory. Adams and Essex [21]
highlight that ‘although this form originated in physics dating back to Boltzmann’s era between 1872 and
1875, it was made most famous by Claude Shannon in the 1950’s in his creation of the information theory’.
Below is the enhanced Boltzmann Entropy formula by Claude Shannon:
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𝑁
S = −𝑘 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑝𝑖 𝑙𝑛 𝑝𝑖 ; where ∑𝑖=1 𝑝𝑖 = 1.

(2)

The maximum entropy value occurs when all the probabilities 𝑝𝑖 is equal to 1⁄𝑛.
It is important to note that the entropy formula expressed in (3) is known as the
Shannon or information entropy denoted as:
S = H(p1,....,pN) = − ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑝𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑝𝑖 ;

(3)

Where, ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑝𝑖 = 1.
It is worth mentioning that other scientists have voiced out criticisms about the
efficiency of the maximum entropy to make better predictions in the field of ecology.
This fact is mentioned in the talk given by Presse [22] where the author evaluates the
effectiveness of other types of entropies like the non-addictive entropies (Tsallis
entropy) as against the maximum entropy. The cited author points out a significant
flaw in the Tsallis entropy hypothesis. Tsallis entropy asserts that Boltzmann-Gibbs
(BG) entropy only applies in ergodicity systems. However, Presse [22] underscores
the axioms of Shore and Johnson which demonstrates the efficiency of the principle
of maximum entropy. Shore and Johnson [23] affirm that BG entropy is the only
entropy that guarantees a model which satisfies basic self-consistency axioms. Presse
[22] concludes that the principle of maximum entropy which yields the BG has little
to do with ergodicity, equilibrium, and stationarity. Therefore, Phillips et al. [24, p.
238] applied the maximum entropy approach to geographical spaces as shown by
Hastie and Fithian [25, p. 1927].
2.3

Species Distribution Model (SDM) and Visualization

The SDM evaluates the relationship between environmental variables such as land
cover type, temperature range, precipitation, human pressure, among others and
identified species occurrences. The model also uses that information to identify spaces
where populations could potentially occur [24, p. 233].
One out of many bioclimatic data providers is found in the world climate dataset
(www.worlclim.org). The highlighted website provides bioclimatic variables which
are referred to as the ‘annual trend (mean annual temperature, annual precipitation,
coupled with other variables), seasonality (annual range in temperature and
precipitation, in addition to other variables), and the extreme or limiting
environmental factors (temperature of the coldest or warmest month, and
precipitation of the wet and dry quarters, to mention but a few)’. The bioclimatic
variables are in the form of gridded climatic data.
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There are several implementations of the SDM. These implementations are highly
correlated to the presence-only and presence/absence data. The calibration of the
modelling will greatly depend on the type of selected data, i.e. the presence-only or
the presence/absence data. Studies such as Bosch et al. [26] and Fourcade [27] use the
presence-only occurrences to carry out the SDM. Elith et al. [28, p. 3] observe that
the presence-only occurrences are not linked to temporal or spatial scale. Thus,
making the history of the species, and a record of the species at a location with no
information on the searched areas or time according to [28]. These geospatial
information are necessary to carry on further analysis. To perform a realistic
modelling, the observation type is the preferable type among other categories such as
preserved specimen, and living specimen. The observation type gains recognition
because it gives a realistic assumption that it has effectively been made [28].
Merow et al. [29, p. 1058] mention that the Maxent software package is one of the
most popular tools for the species distribution model. The package is a software that
“takes a list of species presence locations as an input often referred to as the presenceonly (PO) data.” The input also includes “a set of environmental predictors (precipitation,
temperature, etcetera) across a user-defined landscape that is divided into grid cells” according to Merow
et al. [29, p. 1058]. Phillips et al. [30] underscore that the “idea of Maxent is to estimate the
target distribution by finding the distribution of the maximum entropy (i.e., that is closest to uniform) subjected
to the constraint that the expected value of each feature under this estimated distribution matches its empirical
average.”

A significant factor determining the choice of species distributive modelling
techniques is the nature of the species occurrences as argued by Zeimes et al. [31, p.
5]. The preceding authors’ studies emphasize this fact by comparing different
modelling techniques based on mostly two encountered types: the presence-only and
the presence/absence occurrences. Hernandez et al. [13] advocate for the use of the
presence-only occurrences.
A standard way of evaluating the performance of a model is called area under the ROC
curve (AUC) [30]. The AUC graph (fig 1) shows the probability that a randomly
chosen presence-only is ranked higher than a randomly selected or background
location. An AUC of 1 means a perfect test; whilst, an AUC of 0.5 downwards
signifies a failed experiment.
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Figure 1: Example of AUC graph produced by Maxent. The oblique line shows the threshold (0.5)
between success and fail experiment

The curve (Fig. 1) shows how well the model performed (0.829) compared to a
random selection (0.5) of occurrence points. The red curve accounts for the mean
value; whilst, the blue area represents plus or minus one (+ or -1) standard deviation
from the mean value.
When Maxent yields the final model after completed iterations, a set of results in the
form of graphs such as the AUC (Fig. 1), maps rendering the probability of
occurrences over the studied areas, and a table of contributing variables are also
produced. The table ranks the weight of each variable that contributed to the outcome
of the final product. Maxent can produce three or more different types of output
format (raw, logistic, cumulative, and so on):
I.

II.

III.

Dudik et al. [32] observe that the raw output format is tied to the
background data; thus, leading to results smaller than the raw values. This
output format is incompatible with presence only input data. Dudik et al. [32]
emphasize that the primary output in Maxent is the exponential function q(x)
that assigns a probability which is referred to as the raw values to each site
used during model training.
The logistic output format is also linked to probability values (0-1). The
values are generally scaled up in a non-linear way for a more straightforward
interpretation. In this case, if the probability of the presence sample is 0.5,
the logistic output can both be interpreted as the probability of occurrences
or absence in that specific location.
The sum/cumulative output means that each grid cell is the sum of the
probabilities of all cells. The output could also be assumed that “if the value is
40 in cell x then 40% of cells have a lower value than cell x/focal cell”, it
signifies that the surrounding cells have no higher likelihood of better
conditions than the focal cell as indicated in [33]. The results are generally
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multiplied by 100 as a constant value. Under this circumstance, the best
conditions have a value of 100, whereas the most impoverished conditions are
close to zero.
Phillips et al. [24] state that Maxent selects individual features that contribute the most
to fit the model using regularization multiplier. This multiplier built-in parameter
prevents the over-fitting of the prediction model. Merow et al. [29] underscore that
the regularization reduces over-fitting. Dudik et al. [32] suggest that the default
settings in Maxent are likely to be appropriate for many modelling efforts. The
regularization multiplier has its default setting value set to one.
Another built-in widget is referred to as replicates in Maxent, which aims to yield
more accurate models through replication. The default setting value is 1. However,
when the number of replicates is greater than one (>1), the final model becomes the
average of the individual replicate.
Maxent creates a model of species occurrences starting with a uniform distribution of
probability over the entire study area with the assumptions that all locations over the
studied area have an equal probability of species occurrences. It is worth noticing that
maximum entropy model is only one modelling technique out of other predictive
distribution models. Hernandez et al. [13] in their comparative studies aimed at
evaluating the performance of different species predictive distribution models shed
light on factors to be taken into account when dealing with these models. The cited
authors made use of the following species predictive distribution models: bioclim,
domain, genetic algorithm for rule-set prediction, and the Maxent. The significant
factor motivating the choice of the above-mentioned models is the type of input data
(i.e. the presence-only occurrences of the species). The above authors state that the
foregoing models use presence occurrence data due to its practical utility. The reason
being that the vast majority of biotic data available to modellers is the presence-only.
Likewise, in their academic work, Zeimes et al. [31] compare and evaluate different
predictive modelling techniques that include: logistic regression, boosted regression
trees, cross-validated logistic regression, and Maxent. The authors’ choice of
preceding modelling techniques highlight the value of the nature of species
occurrences. When considering the logistic regression as wells as the boosted
regression trees’ approach, the cited authors made use of the presence/absence
occurrences. Likewise, the cross-validated logistic regression approach uses the
presence/availability occurrences when the presence-only occurrences comply with
the Maxent software.
The collection of data is merely meaningless without their visualization. There are a
general notion that connotes that “a picture worth of a thousand words”. In the context of this
study, it means that images or graphics convey meaningful information in a variety of
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ways. Ware [34] claims that information visualization can be described as a tool for
compiling data as well as developing features that can be used as decision-making aids.
According to [34], the process of visualization proceeds from these four steps:
 storage and compilation of data;
 data formatting to make data easier to handle;
 visual representation of data based on technological aids and algorithms;
 and human visual perception.
The above author points out the following aspects to be considered when using
visualization aid techniques:




2.4

understanding without prior training;
resistance to alternative meaning;
instant perception;
and cultural differences.
Theorizing GIS as a new Phenomenon

Meghan and Elwood [35, p. 10] in their research work highlight that qualitative
component of Geographic information system (GIS) is a new concept that has gained
popularity a decade ago. The above authors assert that the conventional definition of
GIS gives a biased view due to its exclusive focus on geographic quantitative data
perspectives. A general description of GIS observed by Meghan and Elwood [35, p.
11] is that the concept is based on digital technologies for storing, managing,
analyzing, and representing geographic information. This definition only focuses on
the geographic quantitative analysis component rather than including qualitative
perspectives.
Meghan and LaDona [36, p. 108] point out that the qualitative GIS helps the users to
understand how and why patterns, clusters, and relationships exist. Aitken and Craine
[37, p. 162] refer to a term coined by Hooper-Greenhill as ‘affective geovisualizations’. The
term refers to as what is made visible, who sees that, and how seeing, knowing, and power
are interrelated.
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3 Mapping Eagles’ Process
This section covers the reasons of the strategy adopted, the dataset, material, and the methods
used to find the areas where there is higher likelihood for the golden eagle to thrive from a
climate perspective.
This study used a mixed method (quantitative and qualitative methods) in two
comparative case studies. Therefore, quantitative research questions were formulated
in order to identify and to ascertain a comparative analysis of the relationships of the
temperature as well as the precipitation composite of the GE distribution in both
Sweden and Norway respectively. In the Swedish case, the data were collected from
the species data provider (www.gbif.org); whilst, the Norwegian record database
(www.artdatabanken.no) was used to collect species data. The data from the first
phase were preprocessed; whilst, the next phase’s data were scrutinized through
careful observations to visualize the species distribution from a climate perspective.
The reason for following up the data visualization was to better identify whether the
environmental factors such as annual mean temperature, mean diurnal range, annual
precipitation could impact the distribution of the GE. This data visualization process
would help to identify and to assess suitable areas for the reintroduction of the species.
Yin [38] suggested that a case study would be considered on the bases of:
 focusing on the study to answer the how and the why;
 acknowledging the impossibility to manipulate the behaviour of the
participants;
 recognizing the need to cover contextual conditions with the assumption that
they are relevant to the phenomenon under study;
 understanding that the boundaries are not clear between the phenomenon and
the context.
The study met all the criteria enumerated by [38]. It also focused on uncovering the
impact of the climate data and how they could contribute to the distribution of the
GE in Sweden and Norway. Moreover, the behaviour of the involved species could
not be manipulated since they may live in geographic ecosystem regions. Therefore,
the species/GE relationships with their environment had to be investigated.
3.1

Materials and Dataset

The materials and dataset necessary for this study originated from different data
providers such as the:
 GE presence-only occurrences in Sweden from the www.gbif.org in the
Comma-Separated Values (CSV) format with information relative to the bird
geolocation.
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 GE
presence-only
occurrences
in
Norway
see
https://artskart1.artsdatabanken.no/Export.aspx in the CSV format with
information relative to the bird geolocation.
 countries with administrative boundaries shapefiles - see
http://www.gadm.org/country.
 bioclimatic data (see Table 1) as could be seen on www.worldclim.org.
The dataset used in this thesis/study was made up of presence occurrences of the GE,
and the environmental data such as the bioclimatic variables in both Sweden and
Norway. The Swedish record gave 134 occurrences whereas the Norwegian had 2093
occurrences between the periods 1970 – 2000.
Björnberg et al. [39] state that Sweden has a temperate humid climate, warmtempered in the south and cold tempered in the north of Mälardalen. The highest
parts of the mountains have polar climates in the country. Smaller areas in the south
of the country such as south of Öland has semi-climate conditions. This means that
the precipitation is about the same as evaporation. The Swedish climate is also
characterized by proximity to the sea. In this context, the country has an abundant
precipitation/rainfall with relatively small differences in temperature between
summer and winter.
Björnberg et al. [40] state that in Norway, temperature conditions are characterized
by significant differences between west and east as well as small differences between
north and south. Along the south and the west coast, the annual average temperature
is about 7 Celsius in the country. The mountain areas and the northern hinterland,
the country is below -4Celsius.
The world’s bioclimatic data obtained from the wordclim dataset (worldclim.org)
was a bio 10 minutes of spatial resolution, which corresponds to a grid with an area
of 340 km2. The world gridded map obtained was a monochromatic band with 2160
 1080 columns respective rows. The format type used was a GeoTIFF( TIF) format.
The pixel cell size was 0.167-degree square cell. The reference system used was WGS
84.
3.1.1

Software

Two main software were used to carry out the modelling of the species distribution:
ArcMap - a significant application in ArcGIS desktop. It was used to download world
climate data, edit, and display occurrences of the GE in studied countries.
Maxent - the software that was used to predict occurrences of the GE. The software
is built on Java and requires a java file.
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This study chose the presence-only data since the modeling was based on the species
occurrences.
3.2

Methods

The evaluation of the environmental factors interacting with the distribution of the
red-listed bird was based on the maximum entropy model. The maximum entropy
model implemented in Maxent software was used to identify and to make a
comparative analysis of these environmental factors. This software endeavoured
different computation of the maximum entropy based on different output formats.
The following outputs format were used: raw output, logistic output, cumulative
output as well as the next feature types except for the threshold features type (e.g.
linear feature, quadratic feature, product features, hinge features and auto-features).
The exclusion of the threshold feature was motivated by Merow et al. [29] who
pointed out that threshold feature should be applied when a known physiological
tolerance limit exists. To the best of my knowledge, this was not the case in the
concerned species. In order to get an accurate and realistic model with a minimum
bias as less as possible, two types of the replicated run type were used due to the
disparity as well as the difference in the amount of acquired dataset. They were Kfold cross-validation (CV) and subsample.
The K-fold CV usually partitioned dataset in an equal amount of data in the respective
folders. In other words, K was assigned the value of 10 as shown by Elith et al. [28].
Each fold was used at separate iterations as test data and remaining folder as training
data.
In the subsample run type, 25 percent of the dataset were intentionally set apart as
test data to evaluate the performance of the model. No threshold rule was applied in
the raw output format due to the nature of raw output format. This format randomly
selects a cell in the grid which is likely to contain presence sample.
Raw output: also referred to as the Relative Occurrence Rate (ROR). This output was
made on the assumption that there was a relative probability that a cell was contained
in a collection of presence sample [29].
The blue point
represent presence
occurrence in the
grid
A random grid containing presence
occurrence

Figure 2: The grid illustrates the assumption made when using the raw output format in Maxent.
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Logistic output: this output was made on the assumption that presence sample was
contained in each cell in the grid. This output is yielded by the transformation of the
raw output as shown by [24].

Figure 3: This figure illustrates the assumption made when using the logistic output. The
logistic output is based upon each cell containing presence occurrence with the same
environmental factors

Cumulative output: this output format is another transformation of the raw output as
indicated by [24]. Each cell value was the result of assigning the sum of all values less
than or equal to (≤) the raw value of the selected cell.
With the knowledge above, we have a reason to assume that the logistic output should
yield the more realistic modelling based on the distribution of the acquired data.
Before the use of the Maxent software, data preprocessing and geographic information
system (GIS) processing were necessary to prepare the data to a compatible format in
the application of the software.
Although previous studies dealing with the GE have considered the slope, the forest,
the clear-cut areas, the wind turbine influence, to name a few as parameters or
factors, this study mainly focuses on the correlation of the climate data (temperature
and precipitation) and the location of the bird. As such, relevant factors pertaining to
this study were: the occurrences of the bird between the years 1970 and 2000 and the
corresponding bioclimatic data which in our case were temperature and precipitation
composite for the same period.
The major reason underlying our choice of the years spanning between 1970 and 2000
was the recommendation given by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
which considers a 30 years1 a normal period of the conditions necessary in a location.
The global climate data provider (www.worldclim.org/) generated the average
temperature and the average precipitation for the normal period of 30 years. The
above claims are also shared by [41] and by [42, p. 2] on their views about climate
1

http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/wcp/wcdmp/GCDS_1.php
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normals. The cited website provides global climate layers. In the above website, the

data obtained can be used for mapping and spatial modelling. The version 2.0 was
used.
Concerning the golden eagle lifespan, Hjernquist [4] estimations are between 20 and
30 years. The author observed that some GE subjects had a lifespan of 32 years.

Table 1: Environmental factors used in the model. These factors were obtained from
www.worldclim.org
BIO1
Annual mean temperature
BIO2
Mean Diurnal Range (Mean of monthly(max temp – min temp))
BIO3
Isothermality (BIO2/BIO7)(*100)
BIO4
Temperature Seasonality (standard deviation * 100)
BIO5
Max temperature of Warmest Month
BIO6
Min temperature of Coldest Month
BIO7
Temperature Annual Range (BIO5-BIO6)
BIO8
Mean Temperature of Wettest Quarter
BIO9
Mean Temperature of Driest Quarter
BIO10
Mean Temperature of Driest Quarter
BIO11
Mean Temperature of Coldest Quarter
BIO12
Annual Precipitation
BIO13
Precipitation of Wettest Month
BIO14
Precipitation of the Driest Month
BIO15
Precipitation Seasonality (Coefficient of Variation)
BIO16
Precipitation of Wettest Quarter
BIO17
Precipitation of Driest Quarter
BIO18
Precipitation of Wettest Quarter
BIO19
Precipitation of Coldest Quarter

The method used for this study was to compute the species distribution of the bird by
applying the maximum entropy model in the input data in order to get the predicting
modelling of their distribution. The predicted distribution modelling was further
visualized in the form of maps with a broad range of color to satisfy aspects highlighted
by [34]. The predicting modelling used was the Maxent software type. This choice
was motivated by the use of presence-only occurrences of the species.
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The UML (Fig. 4) shows the steps used to fetch, and to process the performed model
prediction.
Environmental data (Raw data
www.worldclim.org)

Golden eagle data (www.gbif.org &
https://artskart1.artdatabanken.no

Shapefile (www.gadm.org)

Conversion from XY data to
Shapefile

Extraction by mask

Conversion from Polygon to Raster

Conversion of TIFF files to ASCII
files

Conversion from Raster to ASCII

Maximum entropy modelling
Figure 4 UML depicting the steps used for prediction modelling

3.2.1

Data preprocessing

The data obtained from www.gbif.org and artdatabanken.no were saved as CSV files.
Moreover, the data cleanup as argued by [44], were performed on acquired files from
respective countries. Nevertheless, the outliers’ data in the Norwegian file had to be
removed. This was motivated by the fact that 1000 occurrences were located in the
ocean, which represented 48% of the Norwegian dataset. According to studies by
Hedfors [5] and Singh et al. [7], these birds usually have their breeding on the
landmass. The CSV files generated by both databases contained several metadata such
as taxonomy, scientific name, and primary key among others.
3.2.2

GIS Processing

The acquired data obtained from the world climate website was provided in a zip file.
The zip file contained 19 files divided into two major bioclimatic data: temperature
and precipitation (see Table 1). The respective raster layer countries (e.g. Norway
and Sweden) were extracted by using the masking operation in ArcMap. The
bioclimatic predictors acquired from the climate data provider (www.worldclim.org)
covered the whole world in the raster format. A masking operation was carried out
on all predictors to extract the studied areas (Norway and Sweden). This operation
was carried out on ArcMap 10.x with attention being paid to the coordinate reference
system (CRS) including all the layers having the same extent. All layers were clipped
to the same extent and in the same CRS, i.e. WGS84, to minimize bias in generating
sampling point in the background (Fig. B1 & Fig.B2). The raster layers were then
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parsed into respective ASCII files. ASCII files are binary files that can be processed by
Maxent. After data cleanup, a conversion of XY data to shape file was carried out in
ArcMap 10.x (see Fig. A1). A convex hull polygon was used to limit the maximum
generated random points within the boundaries of the selected studied areas (Fig. A2).
3.2.3

Maxent Processing

The Maxent version used was a 3.4. The CSV file containing the presence-only
occurrence was provided as input. The following output format were used: raw,
logistic, and cumulative. Maximum iterations were set to 1000 iterations as shown in
[30] to get a prediction as accurate as possible. The maximum number of background
points generated was the default setting value (10 000). No threshold rule was applied
in the raw output format combined with the K-fold CV as well as the subsample run
type. Concerning logistic output format associated with the K-fold CV, no threshold
rule was applied due to the nature of the K-fold CV. In this context, each iteration
used a different folder as a test data. In contrast to K-fold CV, the subsample run type
allowed the manual partition of the dataset into training data and test data. Therefore,
75 percent of dataset were used as training data and 25 percent as test data.
Table 2: Number of species occurrences and environmental variables used in the experiment
(Comment: # = number, % = percentage, EV = environmental variables).
Countries
Species
# of
# of EV used
% of missing
occurrences
for experiment
EV during
experiment
Norway
Aquila
1694
19
0.06
Chrysaetos
Sweden
Aquila
134
19
26
Chrysaetos
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4 Results and Discussion
This section covers the results desciption and the discussion of the data collected in the study.
4.1

Results

The images (Fig 5 & 6) show the predicted distribution using maximum entropy
modelling associated with the global climate data (Table 1). Unlike the cumulative
output (at the bottom) displaying the value of cells suitability in relation to other cells,
the two first images (top) shows the raw output format which is the relative
occurrence rate (ROR), and the logistic output format (middle) showing where there
is likelihood to the presence species occurrences from a climate perspective. The
color palette yields the degree of suitability in the respective countries as illustrated
in figures 5 & 6. The bars below indicate the degree of likelihood to spot the GE
occurences. In this context, the blue coloured bar indicates a low likelihood
occurrence; whilst, the green, yellow, orange, and red a high likelihood in ascending
order as seen in figures 5 & 6 respectively.

Figure 5. Visualization of maximum entropy modelling using raw (top), logistic (bottom), cumulative (bottom)
output format. Subsample (left) and cross-validation (right) run types. From blue (low) through green, yellow,
orange and red (high). Sweden
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Figure 6. Visualization of maximum entropy modelling using raw (top), logistic (bottom) format. Subsample
(left) and cross-validation (right) run types. From blue (low) through green, yellow, orange and red (high).
Cumulative output format (bottom) with same run types as above. Norway.

The charts (Fig. 7) show the percentage contribution of the temperature and the
precipitation composite (Table. 1) used in the experiment. All of the factors used in
the experiment are not represented for the sake of better visibility. The picture below
(Fig. 7) show the five most contributing factors in the Norwegian model. The most
significant factor is the annual mean temperature (bio1) followed by temperature
annual range (bio7), mean diurnal range (bio2), mean temperature of the warmest
quarter (bio 10), and finally the isothermality (bio3). The annual mean temperature
accounts for more than 35 percent in all types of output. Starting from logistic output
(top) through raw output (middle) and cumulative output (bottom). For a complete
ranking of the individual factors see Table C1 in appendix C.
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Figure 7. Most significant factors in the composite global dataset in Norwegian case study. Other
factors used in the experiment are not represented. They were intentionally removed for
visualization sake.
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The charts (Fig. 8) accounts for the percentage contribution of the global climate
dataset (Table. 1) used in the Swedish case study. Unlike the Norwegian results, the
most contributing factor is the mean temperature of the warmest quarter (bio 10).
The annual mean temperature (bio1) being ranked at the second place, followed by
the mean temperature of the coldest quarter (bio11), temperature seasonality (bio 4),
and finally the mean temperature of driest quarter. The charts show the most
contributing factors from different outputs used in the experiment. Starting from the
raw output (top) through the logistic (middle) and the cumulative output (bottom).
The charts do not display all the factors used in the experiment. For a complete
ranking of the individual factors see Table C2 in appendix C.

Figure 8. Most significant factors in the composite global dataset in Norwegian case study. Other
factors used in the experiment are not represented. They were intentionally removed for
visualization sake.
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The area under the ROC curve or the area under curve (AUC) is a standard metric
showing the performance of the model. The following graphs show the performance
for each output format (raw, logistic, and cumulative) associated to the respective run
type. The Norwegian model AUC varies depending on the output format and the run
type ranging from 0,646 to 0,659 whereas the Swedish AUC ranges from 0,777 to
0.833. The AUC in both case studies are beyond the average value (0.5). The red
graph represents the mean value. The blue area represents the mean average plus or
less one (+/- 1) standard deviation.

Figure 9Area under curve (AUC) is a metric used to evaluate a model performance. From raw (top),
logistic (middle) and cumulative output format. Subsample (left) and cross-validation (right) run types.
Norway.
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Figure 10 Area under curve (AUC) is a metric used to evaluate a model performance. From raw (top),
logistic (middle), and cumulative output format. Subsample (left) and cross-validation (right) run
types. Sweden.
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4.2

Discussion

Since the aim of this study was to identify and assess the impact of environmental factors obtained
from the global climate dataset (see Table 1) in the distribution of the GE species using maximum
entropy, this section provides an in-depth discussion of the results obtained. The sections equally
answers the two research questions of the study.
4.2.1

The environmental factors that impact the distribution of the
GE

From the data obtained, the results showed two common major aspects of the
temperature composite (annual mean temperature, and mean temperature of
warmest quarter) which significantly impacted on the distribution of the studied
species in both Sweden and Norway. The Norwegian’s results are consistent with [15]
in which “annual mean temperature” became the most bioclimatic variables for most of the
different output formats; whilst, the Swedish ones showed the same factor to be
ranked second. The results revealed southern part of Sweden as well as some localities
in the north of the country to become suitable areas from the environmental factors
considered. These results are established by Hjernquist [4] who stated that 90 percent
of the GE is to be found in the northern part of Sweden. The Swedish predicting
modelling based on maximum entropy accounts for that fact.
Although a considerable number of GE is found in the north of Sweden, this study
uncovers that the current area was not being optimal from a climate perspective. In
other words, the greener the color design of the visualization upwards (0.5 to 1), the
better the suitability of the climate data investigated and assessed. On the contrary,
the Norwegian predicting modelling approximately shows that a vast part of the
country could potentially be suitable areas for the GE. Even though the results in
Sweden show that some areas in the country can comparatively be suitable from a
climate perspective, the Norwegian results obtained are due to the data distribution
and the presence of environmental predictors at its corresponding locations.
Therefore, this fact highlights the observations made by [29, p. 1063] linked to the
high correlation of the species and the environmental factors. The variations in the
ranking of contributing factors (Fig. 7 & 8) in both case studies originated partly from
the differences in the amount and absence of environmental data in some localities of
the studied areas in the model. The shortages (e.g. difference in data and lack of
environmental factors) increased the predicting modelling performances in Sweden.
Moreover, depending on the amount of data set apart as training or test data, the
predicting modelling yielded different results as observed by [28] [33]. The study
empirically set aside 75 percent of the acquired dataset as training data and 25 percent
as test data. These aforesaid shortages caused the different modellings to have different
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AUCs. In the Swedish case study, the logistic output format model yielded a better
AUC (0.87 percent) due to the shortcomings of environmental data (26%) and the
quantities in some localities. The Norwegian AUC accounted for at least 0.61 percent
in different output formats combined with different run types of cross-validation and
subsample. Nevertheless, the Norwegian AUC is still higher than the average AUC
(0.50 percent). Therefore, the results denote that climatic data should also be
considered as parameters in addition to those commonly used in the selected countries
of the study.
Furthermore, due to the disparity of the data collected in the experimented areas, the
methods used by the global climate data provider (worldclim.org) to compute the
considered environmental factors between the period 1970 and 2000 has become
important component in the dataset used in the study [12]. The aforesaid data
provider highlights the methods used to determine the predictor variables/factors in
the dataset. The climatic data originated from areas (e.g. the Democratic Republic of
Congo including other countries where few recently or predominantly records were
available [12]. Beyond the facts mentioned earlier, the authors recognize that data
from additional climatic databases were without specifications of the time period
considered in the study [12]. In other words, the model would have been freed from
errors if there was no disparity in the distribution of the environmental factors.
In Sweden and in Norway, the respective countries’ environmental and climatic
agencies can cooperate in identifying potentially suitable areas to the predicted future
climate change [43]. Pearson and Dawson [44, p. 361] observe that the predicted
future climate change can have a significant impact on the distribution of species in a
particular geographic area of study. With this knowledge, possible suitable areas
should be set apart for the reintroduction of the species by the authorities in charge of
the wildlife in both Sweden and Norway. These geographical areas to some extent
should be preserved from human activities. The extent of these areas can be possibly
determined by ecologists.
Even though the most contributing factor in Norway matches the [14] study, the
model performed relatively weak as compared to [28] where the AUC is higher than
the one obtained in this experiment. One reason for these lower results can likely be
due to additional parameter settings (e.g. per species results, write background
predictions, use samples with some missing data in addition to others) found in
experimental tabs in Maxent. The aforesaid parameter settings were not used for this
experiment. The following steps (the data preprocessing, the conversion of the XY
data to shapefiles, and adding sample to the background parameters) can likely
improve or diminish the performance of the model. Considering the discussion above,
the discussed environmental factors have therefore impacted the distribution of the
GE differently in the studied areas.
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4.2.2

Visualization of the distribution of the GE species from the
climate data

Ware [34] highlighted the outstanding aspects that the data visualization can help to
empower people without prior knowledge and training. The visualization of the
distribution of the GE species using maximum entropy produced results in a more
intuitive manner. The maximum entropy implemented in Maxent assisted in the
visualization of areas (low probability in blue through green, yellow, orange, red)
where the GE presence occurrence was lower or higher. This visualization included
areas that might be suitable for the GE from a climate perspective. Thus, assisting
decision-makers or the concerned environmental agencies to evaluate the degree of
priorities will be made possible because of the visualization of suitable areas.
Unlike Multicriteria Analysis (MCA) in which factors considered in a study need to
be given a weight, the maximum entropy implemented in Maxent makes it possible
to identify and to access factors according to their contribution percentages in the
model. The results obtained could further be used to assign the proper weight to the
factors considered in the MCA method. Therefore, Maxent can be used as a
complementary tool for better analysis. Maximum entropy modelling compared to
other current methods (MCA, GPS-transmitters, etc.) can be an efficient or a
complementary alternative depending on the study aim. Considering the fact that
there are little or no studies investigating environmental data (global climate dataset)
impact on the distribution of the GE, more studies need to be carried out in order to
identify and assess the correct partition to be used to yield a more accurate prediction.
This study contributes to the fifteenth goal of the sustainable development goals set
by the UN [45]. The fifteenth goal’s aim is to halt the loss of biodiversity in affected
areas. By modelling the environmental factors and its impact on the distribution of
the GE, decision-makers can take sustainable, and efficient policies favorable for the
expansion of the species. Thus, environmental policies grounded on scientific
investigations can pave the way in achieving the fifteenth goal set by the UN. Field
studies and surveys should be carried out to identify and assess whether the other
parameters such as slope, elevation values in addition to other parameters considered
in [5] [6] [7] are found in these potentially suitable areas.
The current distribution of the GE has a larger population size in the northern Sweden
according to Hjernquist [4]. The author also claims that a smaller population size can
be found in some parts of the south in the country. In the case of Norway, the GE is
distributed throughout the country with the exception of the lower elevations in
southern and southeastern Norway [11, p. 15]. However, in the Swedish case, the
model suggests that there are remaining areas where the species is likely to be found
from the climate perspective. The assertions above are equally acknowledged by a
recent e-mail [46] I received from the Swedish wildlife agency (Naturvårdsverket).
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The e-mail states that there is a knowledge gap about the factors contributing to the
GE distribution in the country where they may be found. This study provides a clearer
view of the places where efforts are required to be concentrated in order to ascertain
the accuracy of the Swedish model. These assertions may also be equivalent in the case
of Norway.
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5 Conclusions
This study solely focused on investigating the impact of bioclimatic
data/environmental factors in order to identify and to make a comparative analysis of
the climatic factors as well as modelling the prediction of occurrences of the GE in
Sweden and Norway respectively. The maximum entropy modelling showed a
relationship between some aspects (annual mean temperature, mean temperature of
coldest quarter as well as mean temperature of driest quarter) of the environmental
variables considered and the GE species distribution. The findings of this experimental
study should be considered with other parameters such as slope, forest, clear-cut
areas, presence to rivers, presence or absence of human activities in further studies to
identify and to assess their importance in relation to each other. The maximum
entropy modelling also provided an intuitive visualization of the studied areas in the
selected countries. This study demonstrated that with a reasonable amount of
requirements, the maximum entropy modelling implemented in Maxent as well as
other GIS techniques could bring a significant contribution in a broader range of
methods available in finding suitable areas for endangered animal species, and
vegetation.
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Appendix A

Figure A 1: Occurrences of the GE in Norway between 1970 and 2000. The figure shows the distribution of the
GE before data pre-processing

Figure A 2: Minimum bounding geometry using the convex hull operation in ArcMap. The minimum bounding
geometry is used to generate background within the boundaries of the selected object.
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Appendix B

Figure B 3 The figure helps to visualize the potential bias in the model if the background point were generated.
Some of the points would have been generated outside the selected object. Thus, yielding bias in the model.

Figure B 4: Minimizing the bias by using the Norwegian and Swedish administrative boundaries respectively to
generate the random background points within the boundaries. Outliers were also removed and the shapefile
converted to raster for further analysis.
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Table C1. Complete ranking of percent contribution factors in Norway. Comment: PC = Percent contribution, sub = subsample, cv = cross-validation, log. = logistic, cumul. = cumulative, NO =
Norway
Variable
bio1_no
bio7_no
bio10_no
bio3_no
bio2_no
bio6_no
bio5_no
bio16_no
bio11_no
bio4_no
bio14_no
bio8_no
bio9_no
bio18_no
bio17_no
bio15_no
bio19_no
bio13_no
bio12_no
backgno_
asc

PC raw cv
PC raw
Variable
Variable
NO
sub. NO
bio1_no
bio2_no
bio10_no
bio7_no
bio3_no
bio11_no
bio6_no
bio5_no
bio4_no
bio14_no
bio16_no
bio9_no
bio8_no
bio17_no
bio18_no
bio15_no
bio19_no
bio12_no
bio13_no
backgno_
0
asc

38.1
8.3
7.8
7.1
6.8
5.1
5
4.7
3.8
2.7
2.7
1.8
1.5
1.4
1.2
0.7
0.5
0.4
0.4

bio1_no
bio7_no
bio2_no
bio10_no
bio3_no
bio6_no
bio5_no
bio11_no
bio4_no
bio16_no
bio14_no
bio8_no
bio18_no
bio17_no
bio9_no
bio15_no
bio19_no
bio13_no
bio12_no
backgno_
0
asc

42.7
10.1
6.8
6
5.7
5.5
4.9
4
3.5
2.6
2.3
1.7
1
0.8
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.2

PC log.
Sub. NO

Variable

bio1_no
bio2_no
bio7_no
bio3_no
bio6_no
bio10_no
bio5_no
bio11_no
bio4_no
bio14_no
bio16_no
bio9_no
bio8_no
bio17_no
bio18_no
bio19_no
bio15_no
bio13_no
bio12_no
backgno_
0
asc

41.4
8.6
8.2
6.5
5.4
5
4.2
3.8
3.2
2.7
2.2
1.8
1.7
1.5
1.4
0.9
0.8
0.4
0.3

C1

PC log. cv
Variable
NO
44.5
8.8
7.4
5.7
5.4
5
4.8
3.8
3.2
2.6
2.5
1.8
1.1
1
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.3
0.2

bio1_no
bio7_no
bio6_no
bio10_no
bio3_no
bio2_no
bio11_no
bio5_no
bio4_no
bio14_no
bio8_no
bio9_no
bio17_no
bio16_no
bio15_no
bio18_no
bio19_no
bio13_no
bio12_no
backgno_
0
asc

PC
cumul.
Sub. NO
40.2
8.3
7.4
6.7
6.5
6.3
5.7
4.5
2.5
2.4
2
1.9
1.4
1.3
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.3
0.3

PC
Variable cumul. cv
NO
bio1_no
43.5
bio2_no
9.6
bio7_no
6.8
bio10_no
6.1
bio3_no
5.5
bio11_no
4.9
bio6_no
4.7
bio5_no
4.4
bio4_no
3.1
bio14_no
2.8
bio16_no
2
bio9_no
1.9
bio8_no
1.4
bio15_no
1
bio17_no
0.7
bio19_no
0.6
bio18_no
0.4
bio13_no
0.3
bio12_no
0.3
backgno_
0
0
asc

Table C2. Complete ranking of percent contribution factors in Sweden. Comment: PC = Percent contribution, sub = subsample, cv = cross-validation, log. = logistic, cumul. = cumulative, SWE =
Sweden
Variable
bio10_as
bio1_as
bio11_as
bio4_as
bio9_as
bio7_as
bio12_as
bio5_as
bio18_as
bio16_as
bio6_as
bio15_as
bio13_as
bio8_as
bio14_as
bio3_as
bio19_as
bio17_as
bio2_as
backgr

PC raw
sub. SWE
35
32.7
10.4
6.8
2.6
2.4
2
1.3
1.3
1.1
1
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.5
0.1
0.1
0
0
0

Variable
bio10_as
bio1_as
bio11_as
bio4_as
bio9_as
bio7_as
bio15_as
bio18_as
bio5_as
bio14_as
bio12_as
bio6_as
bio13_as
bio8_as
bio16_as
bio3_as
bio19_as
bio17_as
bio2_as
backgr

PC raw cv
SWE
35.1
19.4
17.4
13
2.8
2.3
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.1
0
0
0

Variable
bio10_as
bio1_as
bio11_as
bio4_as
bio9_as
bio7_as
bio12_as
bio5_as
bio8_as
bio6_as
bio14_as
bio15_as
bio18_as
bio13_as
bio16_as
bio19_as
bio3_as
bio17_as
bio2_as
backgr

PC log.
sub SWE
34.8
27.6
12.2
11.3
2.5
2.1
1.5
1.1
1
1
1
1
0.9
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.1
0
0
0

Variable
bio10_as
bio1_as
bio11_as
bio4_as
bio9_as
bio7_as
bio18_as
bio15_as
bio5_as
bio12_as
bio14_as
bio6_as
bio13_as
bio16_as
bio8_as
bio19_as
bio3_as
bio17_as
bio2_as
backgr

C2

PC log. cv
SWE
33.9
25.9
15.8
10.3
2.6
1.8
1.6
1.6
1.5
1.1
1
1
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.1
0
0
0
0

Variable
bio10_as
bio1_as
bio11_as
bio4_as
bio9_as
bio18_as
bio7_as
bio15_as
bio12_as
bio14_as
bio6_as
bio16_as
bio8_as
bio5_as
bio19_as
bio13_as
bio3_as
bio17_as
bio2_as
backgr

PC
cumul.
Sub. SWE
41.6
21.6
11.9
11.4
2.1
1.9
1.5
1.1
1
1
1
1
0.9
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.1
0
0
0

PC
Variable cumul. cv
SWE
bio10_as
34.4
bio1_as
22.5
bio11_as
15.9
bio4_as
12.9
bio9_as
2.8
bio7_as
1.8
bio15_as
1.6
bio5_as
1.4
bio18_as
1.3
bio6_as
1.3
bio12_as
1.2
bio14_as
1
bio13_as
0.8
bio8_as
0.4
bio19_as
0.3
bio16_as
0.3
bio3_as
0
bio17_as
0
bio2_as
0
backgr
0

